PORTA-KING PREFABRICATED TOWERS

Our towers are constructed from all structural steel components that are pre-engineered and fully prepped at our factory for ease of installation. No field welding is required during the course of assembly. Assembly of most PKBS towers are accomplished in two-to-three days. All steel structural components are provided with a corrosion-resistant, maintenance free galvanized finish. Painted finishes are also available. All towers include comprehensive and detailed installation instructions. Designed in compliance with the International building code. Available as required are wet stamped calculation and drawings from Registered Professional engineers in any of the 50 states. Also available as an option is foundation design. As a manufacturer of both pre-engineered towers and prefabricated control buildings, PKBS provides the ability to offer an integrated, single-source supply to complete your entire project. PKBS Regional Sales Managers, offering years of in-the-field experience are available to assist in defining specific project requirements. Turn-key installation services available.

Tower 1  A wrap around stair was included with this tower to enable security personnel to safely access the booth located 30’ above the ground.

Tower 2  This tower includes full perimeter guard rail so that personnel can safely utilize the walkway outside the building.

Tower 3  Our prefabricated towers can be used for a wide range of applications including rappelling platforms

Tower 4  All stair and tread assemblies are shipped in one-piece sections to greatly enhance the speed of the installation.

Tower 5  This 25’ tall range tower includes a caged ladder as fall protection for range personnel.

Tower 6  The complete guard tower project which included the supply and installation of both booth and tower was completed in just two days.

Tower 7  This custom observation tower booth includes tilted windows to reduce glare for law enforcement personnel who monitor tactical driving practice on the grounds below.

Tower 8  Porta-King towers like this one support a wide range of applications at military installations throughout the world.